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Abstract
■ Complex visual–motor behaviors dominate human–

environment interactions. Letter production, writing individual
letters by hand, is an example of a complex visual–motor behavior
composed of numerous behavioral components, including the
required motor movements and the percepts that those motor
movements create. By manipulating and isolating components
of letter production, we provide experimental evidence that this
complex visual–motor behavior is supported by a widespread
neural system that is composed of smaller subsystems related
to different sensorimotor components. Adult participants handprinted letters with and without “ink” on an MR-safe digital writing tablet, perceived static and dynamic representations of their
own handwritten letters, and perceived typeface letters during
fMRI scanning. Our results can be summarized by three main
findings: (1) Frontoparietal systems were associated with the
motor component of letter production, whereas temporo-

INTRODUCTION
Any human behavior requires the recruitment of a distributed pattern of neural systems that allow for communication among brain regions. How the neural components, or
nodes, of the larger system contribute to a given behavior
is a question that can help us understand why certain behaviors are supported by particular constellations of nodes
or networks. Writing individual letters by hand, for instance, is a behavior that presumably requires numerous
motor and visual processes as well as visual–motor integration. This complex visual–motor behavior recruits a widespread frontal, parietal, and ventral–temporal neural
system (Longcamp et al., 2014; James & Gauthier, 2006)
that displays some similarity to the neural system that supports writing words (Planton, Longcamp, Péran, Démonet,
& Jucla, 2017; Planton, Jucla, Roux, & Démonet, 2013).
Here, we focus specifically on the neural components that
comprise the distributed frontal, parietal, and ventral–
temporal letter production system to better understand
the contribution of each neural component to the macroscale functioning of the larger neural system.
Letter production is a complex task that involves perceptual and motor behavioral components. Perceptual
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parietal systems were more associated with the visual component. (2) The more anterior regions of the left intraparietal sulcus
were more associated with the motor component, whereas the
more posterior regions were more associated with the visual component, with an area of visual–motor overlap in the posterior intraparietal sulcus. (3) The left posterior intraparietal sulcus
and right fusiform gyrus responded similarly to both visual
and motor components, and both regions also responded
more during the perception of one’s own handwritten letters
compared with perceiving typed letters. These findings
suggest that the neural systems recruited during complex
visual–motor behaviors are composed of a set of interrelated
sensorimotor subsystems that support the full behavior in different ways and, furthermore, that some of these subsystems
can be rerecruited during passive perception in the absence
of the full visual–motor behavior. ■

components include, for instance, visual perception, kinesthesia, and proprioception; motor components include
fine motor control, in-hand manipulation, and eye movements (Feder & Majnemer, 2007; James & Gauthier,
2006). As a visually guided action, letter production also
requires efficient integration among visual and motor systems. Indeed, tests of visual–motor integration skills repeatedly correlate with the quality of handwritten forms
(Klein, Guiltner, Sollereder, & Cui, 2011; Cornhill & CaseSmith, 1996; Tseng & Murray, 1994; Weil & Amundson,
1994; Maeland, 1992). In addition, studies that have investigated the neural systems supporting letter production have
repeatedly shown that brain regions associated with motor
movements (frontal cortex), visual perceptual processing
(ventral–temporal cortex), and perceptual–motor coordination (parietal cortex) are recruited (Longcamp et al., 2014;
Yuan & Brown, 2014; but see James & Gauthier, 2006).
We propose, therefore, that the frontal, ventral–temporal,
and parietal cortices are differentially involved in each
behavioral component.

Letter Production as a Perceptual–Motor Behavior
The interrelated behaviors involved with letter production include fine-motor guidance of the fingers, hands,
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and wrists as they control a writing utensil (among
others that will not be focused on here: eye movements,
postural control, head movements, arm movements;
Trieman & Kessler, 2014; Feder & Majnemer, 2007). In
children, for example, the manipulation of the writing
utensil is difficult, given their immature fine motor skills.
This immaturity results in variations of the standard
sequence of hand movements for each letter that they
attempt to write. Even in the most proficient adult
writers, each time a letterform is produced, the motor
behavior changes as a function of desk height, pen
weight, paper roughness, lighting, torso positioning,
and muscle fatigue. Although the general movements required to produce a given letterform may be fairly standard across productions, the actual force, velocity, and
trajectory of each movement are variable from one production to the next (Longstaff & Heath, 1997; Wing &
Nimmo-Smith, 1987). If we consider the real-time act of
letter production, given that the production of a legible
letterform varies from one episode to the next, we can
assume that there are unique perceptual–motor interactions involved with each episode (Feder & Majnemer,
2007). It is important to note that, although letter production requires access to motor plans (Longcamp
et al., 2014; James & Gauthier, 2006; Longcamp, Anton,
Roth, & Velay, 2003), these plans may only serve as a
rough guideline for the production of the shape; the
in-the-moment production, on the other hand, requires
the efficient interplay of online perception and action.
The output of the motor production is the form created on the writing surface that is then visually perceived
and used to guide subsequent movements. This perceptual experience involves seeing one’s hand and pencil
moving in time with the unfolding letter, the dynamic unfolding of a letterform stroke-by-stroke, and the observation of the final handwritten letter. These experiences
not only serve to guide the ongoing motor behaviors in
real time but also may be stored to influence subsequent
letter perception and/or production—potentially to augment motor plans based on visual feedback. Importantly,
the resultant percept is highly variable—not only in its
dynamics during production but also in the final percept
of the handwritten letter. This perception–action loop
culminates in the production of meaningful visual stimuli
that are the seemingly simple result of a very complex set
of behaviors.
The Candidate Neural Systems Supporting
Letter Production
Producing letters by hand is generally supported by a
neural system that encompasses perceptual and motor
neural subsystems, including regions within frontal, parietal, and ventral–temporal cortices (Longcamp et al.,
2008, 2014; Planton et al., 2013; James & Engelhardt,
2012; Longcamp, Hlushchuk, & Hari, 2011; James &
Atwood, 2009; James & Gauthier, 2006; Siebner et al.,

2001; Seitz et al., 1997). These past studies have provided
valuable information concerning how these neural subsystems support the different behavioral components of
letter production. Aside from Longcamp et al. (2014),
they have not presented visual feedback of the letter
being written to the participant as they were writing it,
making inferences concerning the visually guided nature
of letter production difficult, and few have investigated
letter production and perception within the same participants. Below, we review the current hypotheses
regarding how these neural subsystems support letter
production.
Frontal Motor Regions (Left Precentral Gyrus, Left
Superior and Middle Frontal Gyri)
Large bodies of work have documented the recruitment
of motor regions in the frontal cortex for action execution (for reviews, see Meier, Aflalo, Kastner, & Graziano,
2008; Graziano, 2006; Schieber, 2001). Not surprisingly
then, primary motor and premotor cortices have consistently been shown to be involved in the fine motor
movements required during letter and word productions (letters: Haar, Donchin, & Dinstein, 2015;
Longcamp et al., 2014; Dufor & Rapp, 2013; James &
Gauthier, 2006; words: Planton et al., 2017; for metaanalyses of writing studies, see Planton et al., 2013,
and Purcell, Turkeltaub, Eden, & Rapp, 2011) and drawing shapes (Planton et al., 2017; Potgieser & de Jong,
2016; James & Gauthier, 2006; for a meta-analysis of
drawing studies, see Yuan & Brown, 2015). The roles
of primary and premotor cortices in action execution
differ to some degree, however.
Primary motor cortex is a functionally defined region
that most often maps onto the precentral gyrus, with
the left primary motor cortex being most involved in
the execution of movement on the contralateral side
of the body (for a review, see Chouinard & Paus, 2006).
Even within letter production research, primary motor
cortex is closely tied to the actual execution of movements required to produce a written form. For instance,
primary motor cortex is recruited when participants write
letters (Longcamp et al., 2003, 2014; James & Gauthier,
2006), draw shapes ( James & Gauthier, 2006), or draw
other forms ( Yuan & Brown, 2014). This is not surprising, given the role of primary motor cortex in all forms
of action execution.
Premotor cortex, often separated into dorsal premotor
cortex, including posterior portions of the superior frontal and middle frontal gyri, and ventral premotor cortex,
including posterior portions of the inferior frontal gyri
and anterior–ventral portions of the precentral gyri, appears to have a more complex role in form production.
Dorsal and ventral premotor cortices participate in
movement in different ways. For instance, the left dorsal
premotor cortex is recruited during visually guided reachto-grasp movements with the right hand (Budisavljevic
Vinci-Booher, Cheng, and James
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et al., 2017), is associated with finger movement sequencing of the right hand (Budisavljevic et al., 2017; Chouinard
& Paus, 2006), and is recruited during letter and shape productions by hand ( James & Gauthier, 2006; Longcamp
et al., 2003). Ventral premotor cortex, on the other hand,
is associated with hand shaping for object manipulation
(Budisavljevic et al., 2017) and is recruited more during
letter production than during shape drawing ( James &
Gauthier, 2006).
Dorsal premotor cortex, often referred to as Exner’s
area (Planton et al., 2013; Longcamp et al., 2003; Anderson,
Damasio, & Damasio, 1990; Exner, 1881), has historically
received attention for being one of the more crucial regions for producing written forms by hand. It is routinely
recruited during various text production (Purcell et al.,
2011; Brownsett & Wise, 2010; Longcamp et al., 2003;
Katanoda, Yoshikawa, & Sugishita, 2001) and drawing
( Yuan & Brown, 2015) tasks. The exact location of this
region remains debatable, however. Dorsal premotor
responses during letter production have been reported
in the left posterior middle frontal gyrus (Pattamadilok,
Ponz, Planton, & Bonnard, 2016), as well as posterior to
the left superior frontal gyrus in the superior frontal
sulcus (Planton et al., 2017), and are considered to be
left-lateralized (Planton et al., 2017; Pattamadilok et al.,
2016; Roux et al., 2009).
Some evidence suggests that the left dorsal premotor
cortex codes for serial processing of graphemic–motor
correspondences (Planton et al., 2017; Pattamadilok
et al., 2016; Roux et al., 2009) and has recently been referred to as the graphemic–motor frontal area (Planton
et al., 2017). As such, left dorsal premotor responses
found during letter production would be attributed to
the translation of stored grapheme representations, a
stored perceptual representation of the letter “a” for instance, into the series of motor movements required to
reproduce those graphemic representations on paper
using a writing utensil. The letter production episode
is, therefore, characterized by a stepwise reproduction
of the letter—one stroke followed by another—until
the form is completed. This proposal fits nicely with evidence suggesting that dorsal premotor regions are
involved in the sequencing of finger movements required for letter production ( James & Gauthier, 2006;
Longcamp et al., 2003). Left dorsal premotor recruitment
during letter production, however, may not be specific to
letter or grapheme production, as it is also recruited
during nonletter and nongrapheme production tasks
(Planton et al., 2017; Yuan & Brown, 2015; Longcamp
et al., 2003, 2014; James & Gauthier, 2006).
Parietal Cortex (Left Postcentral Gyrus, Left Superior
Parietal Lobe, Bilateral Intraparietal Cortex)
Activation in parietal cortex is routinely found during
letter production, very often in the left postcentral gyrus,
left superior parietal lobule (SPL), and bilateral
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intraparietal sulcus (IPS; Longcamp et al., 2014; James
& Gauthier, 2006). Activity in the SPL and IPS has traditionally been associated with visual–motor transformations (Ogawa & Inui, 2009; Jackson & Husain, 2006; for a
review, see Buneo & Andersen, 2006) and visually guided
actions (Milner & Goodale, 2006; Goodale & Milner, 2005),
and these regions may serve a similar purpose during letter
production. Activity in parietal cortex that included these
regions was observed when participants wrote letters
(Kadmon Harpaz, Flash, & Dinstein, 2014; Longcamp
et al., 2014; Seitz et al., 1997), but also when participants
wrote digits (Longcamp et al., 2014), wrote whole words
(Planton et al., 2017), copied novel forms (Planton et al.,
2017; Yuan & Brown, 2014), and even simply made marks
(Haar et al., 2015; Yuan & Brown, 2014). Thus, parietal
cortex may not be related to motor plans in the same
way that the frontal motor system is but may be more
related to in-the-moment visually guided action, communicating with the frontal cortex to potentially augment
motor plans (Rizzolatti, Luppino, & Matelli, 1998).
There is some indication of a graded involvement of
the IPS in the visual or motor components of letter production. Studies have demonstrated that anterior IPS is
more closely associated with motor components of letter
production whereas more posterior IPS is more closely
associated with the perceptual components of letter production (Haar et al., 2015; Kadmon Harpaz et al., 2014).
Activation in the left anterior IPS during letter production
has been related to the specification of movement trajectories (Haar et al., 2015; Kadmon Harpaz et al., 2014). For
instance, the pattern of activation in the left anterior IPS
can be used to predict the letter produced by a participant (Kadmon Harpaz et al., 2014). Posterior IPS,
however, is more active if participants are provided visual
feedback concerning the location of their cursor (Thaler
& Goodale, 2011) or the mark produced by the pen
( Yuan & Brown, 2014) than if they are not given visual
feedback. The more anterior regions of IPS, then, may
be more associated with the motor component of letter
production, whereas the posterior regions of IPS may be
more important for the visual–motor integration that is
required during the act of letter production.
Ventral–Temporal Cortex (Left Fusiform Gyrus)
The ventral–temporal cortex, and, more specifically, the
left fusiform gyrus, has traditionally been associated with
letter ( James, James, Jobard, Wong, & Gauthier, 2005)
and word (Dehaene, Le Clec’H, Poline, Le Bihan, &
Cohen, 2002; Cohen et al., 2000) processing. The left
fusiform gyrus, however, is also more active during letter
production than shape production, even without seeing
the form produced ( James & Gauthier, 2006; Longcamp
et al., 2003). This apparent category specificity has led to
the interpretation that the left fusiform gyrus is composed of neural traces of prior experiences with letters
(i.e., letter representations) that can be accessed in a
Volume 31, Number 1

bottom–up manner through visual perception and in a
top–down manner during letter production (Longcamp
et al., 2003, 2014; James & Gauthier, 2006). The left
fusiform gyrus is therefore generally considered to have
some degree of letter specificity and to potentially act as
a store for abstract information about letters used for
object categorization (e.g., A vs. G vs. D; Rothlein &
Rapp, 2014; Dufor & Rapp, 2013; Dehaene et al., 2004;
Polk & Farah, 2002; Dehaene et al., 2001).
The right fusiform gyrus, on the other hand, is sensitive to exemplar variation for common objects (Koutstaal
et al., 2001), exemplar variation for whole word reading
(Barton, Fox, Sekunova, & Iaria, 2010; Barton, Sekunova,
et al., 2010; Qiao et al., 2010), and exemplar variation for
letters (e.g., A vs. A vs. A) (Barton, Sekunova, et al., 2010;
Koutstaal et al., 2001; Gauthier et al., 2000). The right
fusiform gyrus is therefore generally considered to be
associated with the processing of handwritten letters because handwritten letters are variations from the stereotypical category exemplar of typed letters (Gauthier et al.,
2000; although, see Longcamp et al., 2011). Handwritten
letter perception may involve more than the perception
of category variability, however, because handwritten letters contain information about the motor movements
used to produce them that an observer readily perceives
(Kandel, Orliaguet, & Viviani, 2000; Orliaguet, Kandel, &
Boë, 1997; Babcock & Freyd, 1988; Freyd, 1987).
The Current Study
Here, we sought to better understand the role of brain
systems supporting letter production by conducting analyses that focused on the behavioral components of letter
production and their neural instantiations relative to the
larger neural system recruited during letter production.
We used an MR-safe writing tablet with real-time visual
feedback provided to the participants to preserve as
much as possible the perceptual–motor coupling inherent to the act of handwriting. We decomposed the complex act of letter production by manipulating motor
production and visual perception such that we could isolate these components in our analyses.
As suggested by previous work, we predicted that frontal motor regions would be most associated with motor
production and that ventral–temporal cortex would be
most associated with the visual perception of the forms
produced. We also predicted a strong role for the parietal
cortex in these productions. We predicted that the posterior parietal cortex would respond to both motor and
visual components of the letter production process, because of its role in visually guided action, but would show
the graded anterior–posterior response pattern outlined
above (Haar et al., 2015; Kadmon Harpaz et al., 2014;
Yuan & Brown, 2014; Thaler & Goodale, 2011).
Letter production involves several perceptual components. We therefore endeavored to determine the neural
responses associated with each type of percept. During

letter production, the observers present themselves
with a dynamically unfolding handwritten letter, stroke
by stroke, as they are producing the letter. At the completion of letter production, they perceive their own
handwritten letter. To better understand the brain systems involved with the perceptual components of letter production, we compared activation found during
the perception of one’s own letters dynamically unfolding (i.e., a video recording) with the static presentation
of the final product to highlight responses associated
with the dynamic unfolding component. We also compared the perception of their final handwritten letter
product with the perception of a typed letter to highlight responses associated with the perception of
handwritten letters.
We have proposed that the frontal, ventral–temporal,
and parietal cortices that comprise the widespread neural
system for letter production are, in fact, recruited at varying degrees for each behavioral component. We therefore expected that these neural components of letter
production would demonstrate stronger associations
with one component of the full behavior than for
another, resulting in differing patterns of recruitment
within the broader letter production system—different
subsystems—that are related to the particular behavioral
component. An alternative possibility is that each behavioral component of letter production would recruit only
one cluster of activation within the broader neural system, as opposed to a pattern of several clusters, resulting
in “modules” of processing (no overlap among clusters
during a particular behavior). Another alternative possibility, although unlikely, is that when the behavioral components of letter production are isolated from the full
behavior, they will recruit an entirely different neural response that is tangential to the larger letter production
system.

METHODS
Participants
Fourteen literate English-speaking adults were recruited
by word-of-mouth (8 women, mean age = 20.1 years,
SD = 2.5). All participants were right-handed, as indicated by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield,
1971), screened for neurological trauma, developmental
disorders, and MRI contraindications. All participants
provided written informed consent according to the
guidelines of the Indiana University institutional review
board.
Materials
Stimuli
A set of 12 single uppercase letters of the Roman alphabet were selected based on the distinctiveness of their
visual forms and their letter names: A, B, C, D, G, H, J,
Vinci-Booher, Cheng, and James
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L, Q, R, U, and Y. All letters were presented/produced in
white on a black background, one at a time. Typed letters were presented in 120-point Arial font and subtended 4° × 4° of visual angle. All handwritten letters
were written within a box that subtended 10° × 10° of
visual angle with a pen width of 7 points. The size and
form of the letter stimuli within this box differed with
and across conditions given the self-produced nature
of the written stimuli.
There were two conditions that involved motor production: Write With Ink and Write Without Ink. During
the Write With Ink condition, participants wrote a letter
of the Roman alphabet on a digitizing tablet that was
shown to them in real time in a mirror above the head
coil. Writing trajectories and final handwritten letters
from the Write With Ink condition were saved so that
they could be re-presented in additional conditions
(see below). During the Write Without Ink condition,
the screen remained blank as they produced their letter,
just as if their pen had no ink. Therefore, the motor
production in both cases was kept relatively constant,
whereas the resultant visual percept of the letter was
either present or absent.
There were three conditions that involved passive
visual perception: Watch Dynamic, Watch Static, and
Watch Typed. During Watch Dynamic, participants saw
a playback of their own letter production from the
Write With Ink condition (above). The timing of the playback was the same as their own production time. During
the Watch Static condition, participants saw their own
handwritten letters statically presented. During Watch
Typed, participants saw typed letters. The six letters used
for the Write With Ink, Watch Static, and Watch Dynamic
blocks were necessarily the same set of six letters. For
this reason, the same six letters were also displayed in
the Watch Typed condition.
For all conditions, the block instructions and letter–
name prompts were prerecorded from a female native
English speaker and played at the beginning of each
block and trial, respectively.
Apparatus
All participants completed fMRI tasks on an MR-safe
tablet that records handwriting trajectories and can be
used to project participants’ handwritten letters onto a
mirror above their head—in real time as they are producing each form (Tam, Churchill, Strother, & Graham,
2011). This handwriting-recording device has been used
in several studies (e.g., Kadmon Harpaz et al., 2014;
Longcamp et al., 2014).
The tablet was supported by a lap desk that kept it in a
fixed position above their lap and within arm’s reach
(Figure 1). Participants held an MR-safe stylus throughout
the entire session and wore a Wheaton elastic shoulder
immobilizer to restrict movement necessary for writing
to elbow, wrist, and hand joints.
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Figure 1. Full apparatus setup. The MR-safe writing tablet (Tam et al.,
2011), arm pillow, and Wheaton elastic shoulder immobilizer were
adjusted for each participant. Participant-specific adjustments ensured
that the participants were in a comfortable writing position. Before the
experiment began, an experimenter positioned their hand in an
appropriate position so that they could feel where their wrist laid on the
apparatus. Care was taken to instruct the participants to keep their
hand toward the center of the screen.

Auditory instructions and letter–name prompts were
presented through MR-safe headphones, and Boom was
used to enhance audio clarity. A Mitsubishi XL30 projector displayed all visual presentations onto a mirror in the
bore of the scanner attached to the head coil above the
head of the participant (Figure 1). An in-house MATLAB
program using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions
interfaced with the tablet, headphones, and projector
to record and present all stimuli (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997).
Procedure
Before scanning, participants watched a video that demonstrated the tasks they would be asked to perform in
the scanner. The video explained that they would be
asked to “draw” (i.e., write) and “watch” and that sometimes they would not be able to see what they were writing. After ensuring that the participants understood their
task, they proceeded to the imaging environment where
they first underwent a high-resolution anatomical scan
followed by four fMRI experimental runs. During the
fMRI runs, participants wrote letters with and without
ink, perceived dynamic and static representations of their
own written letters, and perceived typeface letters in a
blocked design (Figure 2). This resulted in five experimental conditions: Write With Ink, Write Without Ink,
Watch Dynamic, Watch Static, and Watch Typed. The
experimental design originally included two additional
conditions that were not of primary interest for this
particular study.
Each run contained one block of each condition. At the
beginning of each run, six letters were selected randomly
without replacement from the full stimulus set of 12 letters with the additional restriction that a particular selection may not contain highly confusable letter names,
Volume 31, Number 1

Figure 2. Stimulation protocol. The figure presents a depiction of the blocks within each run and the trials within each block. Block orders were
pseudorandomized and counterbalanced across runs. The six letters used for the Write With Ink, Watch Static, and Watch Dynamic blocks were
necessarily the same set of six letters, and the same set of six letters was also displayed in the Watch Typed condition. Letter orders within a block
were randomized. Block instructions and letter names were prerecorded. Block instructions were played at the beginning of each block to alert
participants to the task. Letter names were played at the beginning of each trial to alert the participants to the letter that they should write or to the
letter that would be displayed.

such as “b” and “g” (Hull, 1973; Conrad, 1964). Block
orders were pseudorandomized, as opposed to fully
randomized, to ensure that the Write With Ink condition
occurred before Watch Static and Watch Dynamic conditions in each run. Given that each condition presented
the same six letters, but in a different format, it was
imperative to ensure that block order was randomized
to prevent possible repetition suppression effects affecting one condition more than another. Because we averaged activation across all runs, we are confident that, if
repetition suppression did occur, it would not be more
pronounced in one condition over another.
Each block consisted of six stimuli, one presented in
each of the six trials within a block. The order of the
six letters within each block was randomized. Each trial
lasted for 4 sec to ensure that the participants had enough time to write with and without ink. There was no
gap between trials, resulting in 24-sec-long blocks. Each
block was separated by a 14-sec interblock interval, the
last 2 sec of which included auditory instructions for
the next block. Auditory instructions were kept to a set
of two simple one-word imperatives: “draw” and “watch.”
During the interblock interval, only the fixation cross was
visible in the mirror. The same fixation cross was presented for 20 sec before the first block of each run
and for 10 sec after the last block of each run. Each
run, therefore, totaled 4 min 42 sec.
Scanning Parameters
Neuroimaging was performed using a Siemens Magnetom
Tim Trio 3-T whole-body MRI system housed in the Indiana
University Imaging Research Facility. High-resolution
T1-weighted anatomical volumes were acquired using

a Turbo-flash 3-D sequence: inversion time = 900 msec,
echo time = 2.67 msec, repetition time = 2000 msec,
flip angle = 9°, with 120 sagittal slices of 1.5-mm thickness, a field of view of 192 × 192 mm, and an isometric
voxel size of 1.5 mm3. For functional images, the field of
view was 192 × 192 mm, with an in-plane resolution of
64 × 64 pixels and 33 axial slices of 3.8-mm thickness
per volume with 0% slice gap, producing 3.0 × 3.0 ×
3.8 mm voxels. Functional images were acquired using
a gradient-echo EPI sequence with interleaved slice
order: echo time = 30 msec, repetition time = 2000 msec,
and flip angle = 70° for BOLD imaging.
Analyses
The main analyses consisted of a standard preprocessing
pipeline for fMRI data and additional motion correction
steps, followed by a series of planned whole-brain contrasts and a conjunction analysis. All but one analysis
were performed in BrainVoyager QX 2.8.2. For this one
analysis, an in-house MATLAB routine was used to extract
the phase time course from the complex MR signal and
insert it as a predictor in the BrainVoyager design matrix
file (see Preprocessing and Motion Correction section).
Preprocessing and Motion Correction
Individual anatomical volumes were normalized to Talairach
space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). Preprocessing of
functional data included slice scan time correction, 3-D
motion correction using trilinear/sinc interpolation, and
3-D Gaussian spatial blurring with an FWHM of 6 mm.
Temporal high-pass filtering was performed using a
voxel-wise general linear model (GLM) with predictors
Vinci-Booher, Cheng, and James
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that included a Fourier basis set with a cutoff value of
2 sine/cosine pairs and a linear trend predictor. During
normalization, functional data were resampled to 3-mm3
isometric voxels. Coregistration of functional volumes to
anatomical volumes was performed using a rigid body
transformation.
To account for head motion, rigid body transformation
parameters were included in the design matrix as predictors of no interest (Bullmore et al., 1999) along with spike
regressors for each time point at which the relative root
mean squared time course exceeded 0.5 mm (Satterthwaite
et al., 2013). To account for possible perturbations in the
static magnetic field due to movements outside the field
of view (e.g., arm movements), demeaned “phase regressors” were included in the design matrix as predictors of
no interest (Cheng & Puce, 2014; Barry et al., 2010; Cheng
& Li, 2010).
Data Analyses
The statistical analyses began with a voxel-wise GLM
with one predictor of interest for each condition and
seven predictors of no interest that were included for
motion correction purposes only (see Preprocessing
and Motion Correction section). Each predictor of interest was convolved with a double-gamma hemodynamic
response function (Boynton, Engel, Glover, & Heeger,
1996). The resulting design matrix was subjected to a
random effects GLM analysis for planned contrasts and
a conjunction analysis. Resulting t maps were subjected
to a standard voxel-wise threshold of pvoxel < .001 and a
cluster threshold of 40 contiguous 3-mm isometric voxels. Correspondence between anatomical locations and
significant activation clusters was determined by, first,
referencing the Talairach Daemon and, second, referencing the Duvernoy (1999) human brain atlas to verify. In
cases where the Talairach Daemon and Duvernoy label
disagreed, the Duvernoy label was selected.
Our first contrast was designed to identify the entire
letter production system, as has been done in prior work
(Longcamp et al., 2014). To this end, we compared letter
production with fixation (Write With Ink > Fixation) to
identify regions broadly associated with producing letters
by hand. We followed this preliminary contrast with several whole-brain contrasts designed to determine the
neural subsystems of the broader letter production system that may be more or less involved in certain behavioral components of letter production.
Two contrasts and a conjunction analysis were used to
identify regions that were related to the motor, visual,
and/or visual–motor components of letter production.
The first contrast identified the motor component of production by comparing activation during Write With Ink
with activation during Watch Dynamic. These two conditions were identical (i.e., yoked) in terms of the visual information shown to the participant and served to identify
the neural subsystem of letter production associated with
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the motor behavioral component. The second contrast
identified the visual component of letter production by
comparing Write With Ink with Write Without Ink.
These two conditions were identical (i.e., yoked) in terms
of the motor action required from the participant and
served to identify the neural subsystem of letter production associated with the visual behavioral component.
A conjunction between the motor component contrast
and the visual component contrast was performed to
identify regions that were involved in both motor and
visual components to an equal extent. Regions revealed
by this conjunction analysis would demonstrate a significant difference between activation during Write With Ink
and Watch Dynamic (i.e., the motor component) that is
not significantly different than the difference between
activation during Write With Ink and Write Without Ink
(i.e., the visual component). The resulting clusters revealed by this conjunction would therefore be better
characterized as regions associated with the visual–motor
component of letter production as opposed to only the
motor or visual component.
Two additional contrasts were designed to identify brain
regions that were responsive to particular visual percepts
produced by letter production. The first contrast identified
areas associated with the unfolding of the form produced
over time (Watch Dynamic > Watch Static) to assess the
effects of the perception of motion information during
letter production. In both of these conditions, participants
were presented with their own handwritten letter—both
from the same letter production episode—with the only
difference being that the presentation of the letterform
unfolded overtime in Watch Dynamic and was presented
statically in Watch Static. The second contrast compared
the effects of viewing one’s own handwritten form with a
typed category exemplar ( Watch Static > Watch Typed)
to identify regions that might be more sensitive to the
perception of handwritten forms compared with typed
forms.

RESULTS
Letter Production
The comparison of producing a letter with ink to visual
fixation produced a distributed neural system that included the left precentral and postcentral gyri, right precentral gyrus, bilateral posterior superior frontal gyri, bilateral
parietal cortices, bilateral occipital and ventral–temporal
regions, and cerebellum (Figure 3A and Table 1). The expanse of this contrast was expected as it served to provide
a general display of brain regions involved in the letter production task and is consistent with the general response
during letter production reported in Longcamp et al.
(2014) using a similar apparatus and procedure. No
areas were more responsive during fixation than during
letter production. The absence of auditory cortex
recruitment in this contrast can be attributed to the
Volume 31, Number 1

Figure 3. Motor and visual components of letter production from whole-brain contrasts. Letter production recruited a broad frontal motor, parietal, and
ventral–temporal response, with frontal motor and anterior parietal cortices being associated with the motor component and posterior parietal and
ventral–temporal cortices being associated with the visual component. (A) Letter production system. Areas that are orange were more active during
letter production than at rest. (B) Motor and visual neural components of letter production. Areas that are blue were more active during letter
production than watching the letter unfold (motor component), and areas that are green are more active during letter production than during letter
production without ink (visual component). Group level results are displayed at a standard voxel-wise threshold of pvoxel < .001, and a cluster threshold
of 40 contiguous 3-mm isometric voxels overlaid on an inflated anatomical image from a single participant. Anatomical label abbreviations: pSFS =
posterior superior frontal sulcus; dPrG = dorsal precentral gyrus; vPrG = ventral precentral gyrus; dPoG = dorsal postcentral gyrus; aIPS = anterior IPS;
pIPS = posterior IPS; FuG = fusiform gyrus; LH = left hemisphere; RH = right hemisphere.

auditory instructions received during the last 2 sec of
the fixation period, resulting in a cancellation of the
auditory activation that would have been expected
because of the auditory prompts during Write With
Ink when compared with fixation.

and the posterior fusiform gyrus. The right ventral–
temporal response was notably broader than the left
(Figure 3B). No cerebellar activation was found for this
contrast. No regions responded more for the reverse
contrast, producing letters without ink compared to producing letters with ink.

Motor Component
The left dorsal postcentral gyrus, left IPS, right ventral
temporal cortex, right posterior superior frontal gyrus,
and bilateral cerebellar responses were associated with
the motor component of the letter production task
(Figure 3B). Included in the frontoparietal regions were
dorsal and lateral aspects of the left precentral and left
postcentral gyri, the right posterior middle frontal gyrus,
the left superior parietal cortex, and the left anterior to
middle IPS. The right ventral temporal activations included a posterior portion of the right fusiform gyrus
and a lateral portion of the right posterior inferior temporal gyrus. No areas responded more for the reverse contrast, the perception of dynamic unfolding compared to
producing letters with ink.
Visual Component
Bilateral parietal and ventral–temporal cortices were associated with the visual component of the letter production
task as well as the right posterior superior frontal gyrus.
The bilateral parietal regions were middle to posterior
IPS (Figure 3B). The left ventral–temporal activation included a posterior portion of the inferior temporal gyri

Visual–Motor Component
Areas of overlap among the visual and motor components of letter production were observed in the right
ventral–temporal cortex, including the posterior inferior
temporal gyrus and posterior fusiform gyrus; in the left
posterior IPS; and in the right posterior middle frontal
gyrus (Figure 4A).
Motor and Visual Processing in the Left Dorsal
Premotor Cortex
We found no activation in the left middle frontal gyrus,
commonly referred to as Exner’s area (Planton et al.,
2013; Longcamp et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 1990;
Exner, 1881), for any of our contrasts and only found a
response in the left superior middle frontal sulci when
we compared letter production with a fixation baseline.
We were interested in further exploring this result because we would have expected to see a response in the
left dorsal premotor cortex for the motor component of
letter production. Recent work has suggested that the left
dorsal premotor cortex may function as a motoric buffer
that supports the serial, stroke-by-stroke creation of
Vinci-Booher, Cheng, and James
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Motor component:
Write With Ink > Watch Dynamic

Number of Clusters

Write With Ink > fixation

Contrast

Table 1. Whole-Brain Contrasts

−26
−26
−14
0

37
40

−46
−58
−46
−90
−42
−43
−22
−19
−4
−13
−7
−4
−40

18
−24
35
29
−44
−33
−39
−33
−36
−24
−6
−51

−26
−29
−11

−40
−55
−55
−40

24
24
−24
36
−30

2,152

30,254

55

5
−10

−1
21

46

−19

−33

49

46

49

−13

48

18,495

118,665

31

2

27

55

49

13

52

52

43

−23

Peak z

Peak y

Peak x

31,838

49,347

118,590

Cluster Size ( Voxels)

Talairach Coordinates

6.9

6.3

10.2

10.3

7.2

8.8

10.3

9.3

9.5

11.8

7.1

8.6

9.1

10.7

10.8

11.7

21.3

7.0

7.5

7.5

12.7

13.9

Peak T

Right posterior superior frontal sulcus

Left ACC

Left dorsal postcentral gyrus

Left IPS

Right posterior fusiform gyrus

Left cerebellum

Right cerebellum

Right posterior superior frontal sulcus

Right ventral precentral gyrus

Right IPS

Left ventral precentral gyrus

Left ACC

Left posterior superior frontal sulcus

Left insula

Left dorsal precentral gyrus

Left dorsal postcentral gyrus

Left IPS

Left posterior fusiform gyrus

Right occipital lobe

Right posterior fusiform gyrus

Left cerebellum

Right cerebellum

Anatomical Location
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3

0
5

Visual–motor component:
Write With Ink > Watch
Dynamic and Write With
Ink > Write Without Ink

Unfolding: Watch Dynamic > Watch Static

Handwritten forms:
Watch Static > Watch Typed

−11
40
55
−11

−67
−4
−10

−42
42
30

12,885
3,034
1,791

−13

27

1,114

42

1,025

27

−67
18

1,219

711

49

−67
45

1,916

−88

9

22

−8

−64

−24

2,002

44

52

–

–

–

52

−46

−30

5,452

–

46

−58

36

10,484

46

−67

−18

13,946

52

−61

4

−79

33
24

−17

−40

42

17,273

24,288

Local peaks with a T statistic greater than 6.0 are reported for large clusters that spanned several anatomical locations.

6

Visual component:
Write With Ink > Write Without Ink

7.0

6.4

6.9

12.6

8.4

–

6.6

6.3

7.1

7.1

7.7

6.9

7.6

8.8

7.6

11.4

Right middle occipital gyrus

Right pFC

Right posterior IPS

Right posterior fusiform gyrus

Left posterior IPS

–

Right posterior superior frontal sulcus

Left posterior IPS

Right posterior fusiform gyrus

Right posterior superior frontal sulcus

Right ventral precentral gyrus

Left posterior fusiform gyrus

Left IPS

Right IPS

Right middle occipital gyrus

Right posterior fusiform gyrus

Figure 4. Conjunction of motor and visual components of letter production and handwritten form perception. A similar neural response occurred for
areas involved in the visual–motor component of letter production and the perception of handwritten forms. (A) Overlap between motor and visual
components of letter production. Areas in orange are areas that responded equally for the motor and visual components of letter production. The results of
the conjunction analysis statistically confirm an overlap between motor and visual components in the bilateral posterior IPS and in the right inferior
temporal gyrus. (B) Perception of handwritten forms. Areas that are in magenta were more active while looking at a static handwritten letter than while
looking at a static typed letter; these include the left posterior IPS, right ventral–temporal cortex, and right posterior middle frontal gyrus. Group
level results are displayed at a standard voxel-wise threshold of pvoxel < .001, and a cluster threshold of 40 contiguous 3-mm isometric voxels overlaid
on an inflated anatomical image from a single participant. Anatomical label abbreviations: pSFS = posterior superior frontal sulcus; dPrG = dorsal
precentral gyrus; vPrG = ventral precentral gyrus; dPoG = dorsal postcentral gyrus; aIPS = anterior IPS; pIPS = posterior IPS; FuG = fusiform gyrus;
LH = left hemisphere; RH = right hemisphere.

written forms from stored graphemic representations
(Planton et al., 2017; Pattamadilok et al., 2016; Roux
et al., 2009) while also showing sensitivity to the visual
perception of the unfolding stroke orders (Nakamura
et al., 2012). We thought it possible that the left dorsal
premotor cortex might be involved in serial visual and
motor processing, resulting in no significant differences
between any of our conditions except between letter production and fixation.
To provide some evidence on the use of left dorsal
premotor cortex for either serial motoric and/or visual
processing, we conducted two additional contrasts. In
the first contrast, we compared Write Without Ink with
Watch Typed with the thought that writing without ink
would correspond to serial motoric processing whereas
watching a static typed letter would not engage serial
processing but would control for “letters.” In the second
contrast, we compared Watch Dynamic with Watch
Typed. In this contrast, Watch Dynamic would engage
serial visual processing, whereas Watch Typed would
not. We did not use Watch Static as our control condition
because there is evidence that perceiving static handwritten letters evokes similar neural mechanisms as producing letters by hand (Orliaguet et al., 1997; Babcock &
Freyd, 1988; Freyd, 1987).
These contrasts revealed activity in the left posterior
superior frontal sulcus in the left dorsal premotor cortex
for both serial visual and serial motoric processing. We
found responses in the bilateral posterior superior frontal
sulci, bilateral posterior parietal cortices, and bilateral
148
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ventral temporal cortex for serial visual processing, that
is, the comparison between Watch Dynamic and Watch
Typed (Figure 5). We found responses in the left

Figure 5. Motor and visual processing in the left dorsal premotor cortex.
The left superior frontal sulcus responded for serial processing in
both motor and visual domains. Blue indicates regions that were more
active while participants wrote letters without ink when compared
with a statically presented typed letter. Orange indicates regions that
were more active while participants watched a handwritten letter
dynamically unfold when compared with a statically presented typed
letter. Anatomical label abbreviations: pSFS = posterior superior frontal
sulcus; LH = left hemisphere; RH = right hemisphere.

Volume 31, Number 1

posterior superior frontal sulci, left dorsal precentral
gyrus, left anterior IPS/SPL, bilateral occipitotemporal
cortices, and bilateral cerebellum for serial motoric processing, that is, the comparison between Write Without
Ink and Watch Typed (Figure 5).
Visual Percepts Produced by Letter Production
Unfolding
We contrasted activation levels during Watch Dynamic to
Watch Static to determine areas that were related to viewing a dynamically unfolding percept. This contrast revealed no significant differences, lending support to the
idea that the static handwritten percept evokes dynamic
production information.
Handwritten Forms
Areas that had a larger response to one’s own handwritten letter than a static typed letter included bilateral
posterior IPS, right occipital cortex, right posterior inferior temporal gyrus, ventral–temporal cortex, and right
pFC (Figure 4B). No areas responded more for typed
letter perception than for the perception of one’s own
handwritten letter.

DISCUSSION
Understanding the function of a widespread neural system requires that we understand how its components
contribute to its function. In this research, we determined that the letter production system, one aspect of
handwriting, involved frontal motor regions, cerebellum,
ventral temporal cortex, and parietal cortex, replicating
previous work (e.g., Longcamp et al., 2014) and further
determined the relative involvement of these regions in
different behavioral components of letter production
(e.g., motor, visual perceptual, visual–motor). Our results
suggest that the widespread neural systems that support
complex sensorimotor behaviors arise from the coordination of relatively distinct neural subsystems that can be
related back to the sensorimotor components of the full
complex behavior.
In what follows, we discuss these results in light of previous work and discuss the role of each neural component of the larger sensorimotor system.
Precentral Gyri
The precentral gyri were recruited bilaterally for the
broad contrast of letter production compared with
fixation. When we isolated the motor component of
letter production by contrasting letter production and
watching the dynamic visual unfolding of the letter, we
found only the left precentral gyrus, not the right. This
primary motor region was only active during actual

letter production and did not respond to the visual
information that resulted from letter production.
Longcamp et al. (2014) found that the left dorsal precentral gyrus responded more during letter production. As
Longcamp et al. (2014) provided real-time visual feedback of the letters as they were being produced, it was
not clear whether the left dorsal precentral gyrus was related to the motor movements, the visual presentation of
letters that occurred during production, or the use of
vision to guide the motor movements. We extend this
work by showing that the activation of the left precentral
gyrus is specific to motor production. These results are in
line with the results of James and Gauthier (2006) that
demonstrated that the left precentral gyrus was more
active while participants wrote a letter without visual
feedback compared with when they imagined a letter.
They are also in line with work indicating that the left
precentral gyrus is involved with the execution of movements, in general (for reviews, see Meier et al., 2008;
Chouinard & Paus, 2006; Graziano, 2006; Schieber,
2001).
Superior and Middle Frontal Gyri
The only comparison that revealed a response in any
dorsal premotor region was the comparison between
letter production and fixation. Neither the motor component contrast nor the visual component contrast revealed
activation in the dorsal premotor cortex. We interpret
these findings to indicate that the dorsal premotor response in the posterior superior frontal sulcus was both
motor and visual in nature. We suggest that the motor
processes that might occur in this region are mediated
by visual feedback during letter production, perhaps
through parietal connections.
We interpret the response in the left superior frontal
sulcus during letter production to be analogous to the
graphemic–motor frontal area (Planton et al., 2017;
Pattamadilok et al., 2016; Roux et al., 2009). As such,
we would expect this response to be related to serial
motoric processing, holding a perceptual representation
in a buffer for the purpose of manually producing it
stroke by stroke, as it occurs during letter production
(Planton et al., 2017; Pattamadilok et al., 2016; Roux
et al., 2009). We found some support for this idea. We
found that the left superior frontal sulcus was more active
when participants wrote letters without ink (serial motoric processing) than when they watched a statically presented typed letter. We also found, however, that the left
superior frontal sulcus was more active when participants
watched a letter dynamically unfolding (serial visual processing) than while watching a statically presented typed
letter. These results suggest that the left posterior superior frontal sulcus is related to serial motoric processing
but remains sensitive to serial visual processing. This suggestion is consistent with the absence of activity in this
region for all of our planned contrasts besides the
Vinci-Booher, Cheng, and James
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comparison between letter production and fixation and
fits nicely with prior work demonstrating the involvement of the dorsal premotor cortex for serial motoric
(Planton et al., 2017; Pattamadilok et al., 2016; Roux
et al., 2009) and visual (Nakamura et al., 2012) processing during letter production.
Although research on letter production typically
focuses on motor sequencing of hand movements, eye
movement sequencing must also occur. The sensitivity
to serial visual processing that we found in the left dorsal
premotor cortex may be related to the visual sampling of
a handwritten letter for the purposes of updating motor
movement parameters whether or not an overt motor
movement is produced and can, conversely, be used
for the motor sampling of a handwritten form for the purposes of updating eye gaze parameters. This interpretation of the left dorsal premotor cortex’s role in letter
production is in line with work suggesting that dorsal
premotor responses that have typically been attributed
to Exner area functions may be strongly related to eye
movements that occur during letter production. Yuan
and Brown (2015) performed a meta-analysis of studies
of handwriting and drawing and found that peak activations in coordinates found for handwriting and drawing
were similar to those found in a meta-analysis of saccadic
eye movements (Grosbras, Laird, & Paus, 2005). They
therefore suggested that premotor responses during
handwriting might be tightly linked, and perhaps synonymous, with the FEFs ( Yuan & Brown, 2015; but see
Matsuo et al., 2003).
Eye movement sequencing naturally co-occurs with
hand and finger movement sequencing during letter production, and indeed, both are serial processes that likely
support each other. Prior work has shown that activation
in the left posterior superior frontal sulcus is associated
with the serial conversion of a grapheme, a stored perceptual representation of a letterform, into the step-bystep motor commands necessary to recreate the letter
using pen and paper (Planton et al., 2017; Pattamadilok
et al., 2016; Roux et al., 2009). We extend this work by
demonstrating that this serial processing may have
some relationship to the serial visual sampling that
naturally co-occurs with hand movements during letter
production. Further work is needed to disentangle the
coordination of eye and finger movement sequencing.
Bilateral Cerebellum
Cerebellar involvement, particularly the cerebellar lobe
ipsilateral to the hand used to write, is very consistently
reported in studies of handwriting as being related to the
motor component of letter production (for a metaanalysis, see Planton et al., 2013), although the cerebellum has also been attributed cognitive and linguistic
functions (Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009). We found a
bilateral cerebellar response that was weighted more
heavily to the right hemisphere for only the motor
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contrast. We interpret this cerebellar response to be related to hand movements performed during the Write
With Ink task that were not necessary during the Watch
Dynamic task. This interpretation is consistent with a vast
literature relating ipsilateral cerebellar involvement (relative to the effector) to sensorimotor execution processes
(Manni & Petrosini, 2004), even for the fine motor movements required for written form production (Planton
et al., 2013; Baillieux et al., 2010; Mariën et al., 2009;
Haggard, Jenner, & Wing, 1994). More work is necessary
to determine the exact role of the cerebellum in this sensorimotor execution process and the possibility that the
cerebellum may also be performing additional cognitive
and linguistic processes (Manto et al., 2012; Stoodley &
Schmahmann, 2009).
Parietal Cortex (IPS)
The IPS has long been associated with visually guided action (e.g., Milner & Goodale, 2006; Goodale & Milner,
2005). As such, it is thought to be a region that combines
and integrates visual information in real time for the purpose of supporting motor actions. Prior work suggests
that the involvement of parietal cortex in the visual and
motor components of writing and drawing is graded,
such that more anterior portions of the IPS are related
to the motor component and more posterior portions
are related to the visual component (Haar et al., 2015;
Kadmon Harpaz et al., 2014; Yuan & Brown, 2014;
Thaler & Goodale, 2011). We found a similar pattern with
the visual and motor components of letter production in
the current study and found, further, an area of overlap
between motor and visual components in the left posterior IPS. The left anterior IPS was only associated with
the motor component of letter production, whereas
the conjunction analysis revealed that the left posterior
IPS was associated with both the visual and motor components of letter production. Indeed, the left SPL and
left anterior IPS did not demonstrate more activation
for any of our other contrasts that were designed to look
at responses associated with the different visual percepts produced as a result of letter production.
The role of the left posterior IPS in processing the
visual percepts that result from—or that guide—the
motor production of forms is further demonstrated by
its response during purely visual tasks that involve motorically produced percepts. That is, when we compared the
perception of handwritten forms with typed forms, we
found recruitment of the left posterior IPS. This same contrast in previous work only showed recruitment of the
frontal cortex (which we do not replicate; Longcamp
et al., 2011). We believe that these two seemingly contradictory results provide an interesting insight concerning
the nature of perceiving letters and the motor responses
that this perception invokes. For instance, Longcamp et al.
(2011) used fMRI to compare the perception of lowercase
cursive letters that were not written by the participants
Volume 31, Number 1

themselves with typed letters and found greater frontal
motor cortex activation to the cursive letters than the
typed letters. This finding was interpreted as demonstrating
that cursive letters invoke a generalized motor plan during
visual perception. Behavioral work supports this interpretation. Individuals can infer motor production steps
from simply viewing a letter or word produced in a
cursive font (Orliaguet et al., 1997; Babcock & Freyd,
1988; Freyd, 1987). However, when we compared one’s
own handwritten (printed, not cursive) letters with typed
letters, we did not find motor cortex activation but rather
recruitment of the left IPS and right ventral temporal cortex.
We hypothesize that this seem-ingly discrepant result
actually fits well with previous interpretations in that
perception of one’s own produced form may not activate
generalized motor plans but rather may reactivate
individual visually guided action events based on exemplar perception.
Support for this interpretation comes from a long history of research on the differences among frontal motor
systems and parietal motor systems (for a review, see
Rizzolatti et al., 1998). The motor plans in the frontal cortex are created from the experiences of acting, and perceiving actions, and are thought to be generalized from
numerous instances throughout a lifetime. As such, they
are flexible and can be used in many different situations
to facilitate motor interaction. In contrast, the motor information in the parietal cortex, and more specifically in
the IPS, is more specific to individual visually guided
action events and pairs the motor information with a
specific visual percept and, perhaps, prior kinesthetic
percepts. This perceptual–motor information can be reactivated through associative mechanisms (as in viewing
one’s own handwritten letter) but may not be stored for
use in subsequent generalized behaviors because the association is too specific to a particular visually guided
event (Milner & Goodale, 2006; Goodale & Milner,
2005). Support for this suggestion comes from prior
work that suggested a frontoparietal system associated
with the motor production of written forms (for a review,
see Nakamura & Kouider, 2003) as well as other contrasts
in this study.
Furthermore, we found that there was no difference
between the condition where participants perceived
their own handwritten letter unfold over time compared
with perceiving a static, handwritten version of that same
letter. We infer from this that both types of percepts are
associated with the prior visually guided production of
the letter and therefore will not show differential activation in the IPS. Indeed, when we compared the perception of their own handwritten letter unfolding over time
with a static, typed version of the same letter, we saw bilateral frontal (superior frontal sulci) and parietal (IPS) responses. More direct comparisons among self-produced
handwriting and various other versions produced by oneself and others would be necessary to make strong conclusions based on these results.

Finding parietal activation for visual perception of
letters is, nonetheless, a novel finding that suggests that
the parietal cortex might have some “memory” for
objects—at least objects with which we have a visual–
motor history. Traditional accounts of the dorsal visual
stream suggest that the visually guided actions mediated
by the parietal cortex are completely online and do not
use stored information (Milner & Goodale, 2006), although more recent accounts suggest that the dorsal
stream can be further divided into a dorsal–dorsal stream
and a ventral–dorsal stream (Rizzolatti & Matelli, 2003).
Of these two, the ventral–dorsal stream has potential
for “memory” as it shares many characteristics with the
ventral visual stream that is thought to have long-term
storage capabilities for such things as object identity
(Milner & Goodale, 2006). Our study differed from prior
work in that participants’ handwritten letters were presented back to them within the same experimental run
that they had written them. It may be that the “memories” in the parietal cortex for these specific visual cues
are relatively short in comparison with, for example,
the memory for object identities in the ventral–temporal
cortex (Rothlein & Rapp, 2014; Dufor & Rapp, 2013) and
may, in having any memory at all, rely upon ventral–
dorsal stream mechanisms.
Ventral Temporal Cortex
The visual component of letter production ( Write With
Ink > Write Without Ink) recruited the ventral temporal
cortices bilaterally. This is not surprising given the substantial amount of research on the involvement of ventral
temporal cortex in letter perception (Kersey & James,
2013; James & Engelhardt, 2012; James, 2010; James &
Atwood, 2009; James & Gauthier, 2006; James et al.,
2005; Longcamp et al., 2003) and letter production
(Planton et al., 2017; Longcamp et al., 2014; Dufor &
Rapp, 2013; James & Gauthier, 2006). The present finding specifies the role of the left ventral temporal cortex
during letter production by demonstrating that it is only
recruited during the visual components of letter production. Moreover, we found a greater involvement of
the right ventral temporal cortex not only in the visual
component of letter production but also in several of
our other contrasts.
Prior work has not typically reported right ventral
temporal involvement during letter production. We hypothesize that this may be due to a difference in methodologies between prior work and this study. In this
study, participants were able to see what they were writing as they were writing it, whereas prior work has not
typically provided visual feedback during letter production. Only one other study, Longcamp et al. (2014), has
studied letter production with visual feedback of the
form being created. They found, as did we, a response
in the right ventral temporal cortex for letter production.
They also found this response for digit production,
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however, and on the basis of additional analyses, concluded that this response was likely involved in lower
level effects that would vary between writing instances.
One such variation could be the use of visual cues to
guide motor movements.
We suggest that the right ventral–temporal response
for the motor component may be related to the use of
subtle variations in the letterform being produced that
may be used during letter production. It is the nature
of the fine motor system that each production of a given
letter will be slightly different, even in proficient writers,
so that each time a letter is written, it is essentially in a
new “font.” The right ventral–temporal response may, accordingly, reflect the detection of instance variability and
is in line with findings that link the right fusiform gyrus to
the perception of font variations (Rothlein & Rapp, 2014;
Barton, Fox, et al., 2010; Barton, Sekunova, et al., 2010;
Qiao et al., 2010; Gauthier et al., 2000). This interpretation is supported by our other findings: that the right
fusiform gyrus responded more during the perception of
one’s own handwritten letters than for typed letters, that
it did not respond stronger for dynamically unfolding
handwritten letters compared with static handwritten
letters, and that it responded similarly for both the visual
and motor components of letter production. The role
of the right fusiform gyrus in letter production may
therefore be related to the detection and/or use of subtle
visual cues that are suggestive of motor movements,
whether this is occurring during the production or not.
Conclusion
Producing symbols by hand is a complex task, requiring
the coordination of several neural systems. Here, we
have decomposed letter production into several behavioral components and related these behavioral components to relatively distinct neural subsystems within the
widespread neural system that supports letter production
(Longcamp et al., 2014; James & Gauthier, 2006). By
using a novel design during the measurement of BOLD
activation, we have documented the neural subsystems
involved in a foundational aspect of handwriting and
the relationship of these neural subsystems to the various
behavioral components of letter production. An interesting line of future work would be to investigate how similarly each letter is processed and/or represented across
tasks using multivariate techniques. An analysis such as
this would shed light on the differences and similarities
in the representations of letters across tasks and may
provide further insight into the differences and similarities in letter representations across modalities.
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